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Causes ofCarpalTunnel Syndrome (CTS) include:

Theproblemwith inaccurate diagnosis

Computer keyboard work
Cashier work, repetitive use of wrists and hands
Machinery with high frequency of vibration
Poor posture and body position
Poor ergonomics
Inadequate rest between tasks

All these factors place unnecessary repeated stress upon all the
soft tissues of the neck, shoulders, arm, wrist and hand.

The median nerve in the wrist and forearm is the most common
structure associated with carpal tunnel symptoms. The standard
treatment is to surgically cut the carpal ligament to give the nerve
adequate space in the wrist area.

Research is showing that traditional emphasis on the carpal
tunnel area is inaccurate and ignores the greater picture. Where
some cases (6%) indeed involve the carpal tunnel, many (94%)
on the contrary involve areas further up the arm including the
neck and shoulder region .1
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Getting Real Results
Why is ART so Successful with CTS?

ART Locates the exact nature and location of the problem.
Specific treatment protocols directly address the median nerve and
related muscles and fascia in combination.
Recognize and eliminate Pseudo carpal tunnel syndrome. This is
entrapment of the median nerve in locations other than the
carpal tunnel.
Allows the practitioner to find, diagnose and treat multiple nerve
entrapments along the entire kinetic chain from the neck and
shoulder to the wrist.
Specific exercises always accompany treatment.
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